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Thank you for your purchasing the Amano electrical
collection type mist collector, EM-eⅡ series. It is important
to read the operation manual carefully before using the
dust collector in order to operate it safely and correctly.
Also, make sure to keep the manual close at hand so that
you can refer to it when necessary.
Important
◎Read thoroughly "1. For Safe Operation" in the page 3 to 7
and use the equipment correctly.
◎ Follow all operation and maintenance instructions and
carry out the daily and periodic inspections as specified in
this manual.
◎Observe all applicable laws and regulations regarding the
installation and maintenance of the dust collector.
◎ This manual is compiled for the model with standard
specifications. In the case that change is made for custom
specifications based on customer's request, the design
and operation style of such model may differ from those
described in this manual.
Production date: May 2015
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Foreword
This product is an electrical collection type mist collector using high
voltage to collect both oily mist and water-soluble mist from
metalworking
Things to be acknowledged beforehand
●This machine is designed for the purpose in collecting oil mist generated from the metal machining
process of machining centers or NC tooling machines. However, the machine is not applicable to the
oil mist which includes a lot of dust (1 ％ and more in weight ratio), strong alkaline mist, strong
acidic mist, or solvent mist, metal fume from meltdown.
●This product cannot be used for the explosive and inflammable substance and the substance
described in the next page “△Danger”.
●This operation manual describes about the standard specifications. Custom-order could differ the
contents such as external dimensions and performance.
●The specifications , appearance of the dust collector and the description in this manual are subject to
change due to improvements.
●For notes on the suctioning requirements, refer to Page 7.
●The illustration inside the manual is drawn based on EM-15eⅡ. Other machine could differ the
contents.

Disclaimer
A physical accident, failure, and/or property damage is not covered by our warranty if they occurred
by the use of it in the following manners.
・Fire and explosion in the mist collector caused by ignitability or inflammability of sucked mist.
・Improper operating conditions or usage different from that specified in this manual.
・Failure to maintain the mist collector or replace the consumable parts as specified in this manual.
・Any modification, repair, or equipment transfer performed by a third party or personnel not
authorized by AMANO.
・Natural disasters or calamities, such as fires, earthquakes, or floods.
・Any event that could not be predicted scientifically or technologically at the time of manufacture.
・Use of a secondhand mist collector.
・Other causes that are not the responsibility of AMANO.
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1．For safety operation
Precautions in this manual are classified according to degree and type of danger, as shown below. Be
sure to read them before operating the mist collector.

Shows situations in which incorrect operation
could result in death or serious injury to the
operator.

Shows situations in which incorrect operation
could result in injury to the operator or property
damage.

• Serious injury refers to loss of eyesight, wounds, burns (high temperature, low temperature), electric shock,
bone fracture, poisoning, etc. which have lasting effects or require hospitalization or long-term outpatient
treatment.
• Injury refers to wounds, burns, electric shock, etc., which do not require hospitalization or long-term outpatient
treatment.
• Property damage refers to extensive damages to houses, properties, equipment, devices, etc.

Examples of pictorial symbols
The △ symbol shows a
warning and caution.

The symbol shows a
prohibited action.

The symbol shows
compulsory action.

a

WARNING
Never allow the following substance to
get into the mist collector.
・ Explosive, flammable powder ： Aluminum,
magnesium, titanium, epoxy, toner, etc
・ Inflammable substance: Gasoline, thinner,
benzene, kerosene ,paint, etc.
・Dust with sparks: Dust produced by a high speed
cutter, grinder, welding machine, etc.
・Source of fire: Cigarette butts, ashes, etc.
・Other: Oil or mist with low flash point below to 80
degrees.
These substances could cause fire and explosion

Never install the mist collector in a
dangerous place specified by law,
regulations, etc.
Failure to do so could cause fire and explosion.

Never allow the power cable damaged
or broken. Never place heavy items on
the power cable, pull or bend it
excessively.
This could also cause fire or electric shock

Never operate the mist collector in or
near an area where inflammable,
explosive particles or corrosive mist,
fumes or gases are present.
These gases could cause fires or explosions.

Never touch the power cable with wet
hands when connecting or disconnecting it.
This could cause electric shock.

Never make any modifications to this
mist collector.
This could cause fire or electric shock.

Never use it by any other power
voltage and frequency than those
indicated on the product. Also, do not
overload one electrical outlet by
connecting many plugs to it.
This could cause fire or electric shock.

Do not install it at the place where
evaporation, dispersion or stagnation
of the following substances is likely.
・Inflammable substances…(such as gasoline,
thinner, benzene, or kerosene,etc.)
・Explosive material(such as nitroglycerine )。
・Ignitable substances( such as explosive metal
powder including aluminum and magnesium, red
phosphorus, and yellow phosphorus etc.)
・Inflammable fine particles(such as coal powder,
plastic powder, sulfur powder, and cornstarch
powder, etc.)
These substances could cause fire and explosion
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Do not suck the following substances:

• Harmful powder, such as asbestos.
• Corrosive substances: Hydrochloric acid gas,
chlorine, a toxic gas with sulfide based compounds,
and hydrogen fluoride, etc.
• Dust polluted by radioactive substance or
radioactivity.
Failure to do so could affect your health.

Do not use an inflammable substance
(gasoline and kerosene, etc.) to clean
the collection unit and the main body.
Failure to do so could cause electric shock and fire.

1．For safety operation(continue)
Important
●This mist collector can not be used for the following mists, because they may cause a fire or
accident:
・Oil mist which contains combustible dust with explosively such as carbon, magnesium, and/or
aluminum powder.
・Oil mist which contains a lot of dust(1％ or more in weight ratio).
・Oil mist whose ignition is likely.
・Oil mist which may corrode this mist collector.
・Oil mist which is of high viscosity and may adhere in the mist collector.
・Oil mist which may adhere even in the allowable temperature range, 0 to 40℃)
・Soluble mist which has over 300mS/m of the electric conductivity
・Oil mist which has 200mg/m3 of the maximum concentration
・Oil mist which may pose adhesion due to the change of application conditions such as temperature,
moisture, and operation time.

WARNING
Never turn on the switch with the
inspection/electric part door opened.
Failure to do so could cause troubles, injury, electric
shock.

Never allow the machine to suck dust
such as soot or fume alone.
Failure to do so could cause fire.

Allow only person who is in charge of
maintenance to open the electrical
equipment cover.
Failure to do so could cause electric shock.

Before you open the inspection door,
wait 20 seconds after you turned off the
power supply.
Failure to do so could cause electric shock.

Perform periodic inspection written in
the operation manual.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction or fire.

Be sure to turn off the power when
opening the inspection door or
electrical equipment cover.
Failure to do so could cause troubles, injury, electric
shock.

Be sure to ground the mist collector.
If the equipment is not grounded, electrical leakage
occurs and there is a danger of fire or electric shock.
Also, the equipment could be damaged or
malfunction due to static electricity.

When the mist collector stopped due to
power shutdown, be sure to check the
electrodes (charging electrodes, collecting
electrodes) and clean them.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction or fire.

Do the following maintenance.
・Check the condition of contamination in year.
・When contaminant is accumulated 2mm or thicker
on a part, clean the part.
・In the case that even after the inspection and
cleaning, abnormal sparks take place frequently
and the mist collector stops by power shutdown,
clean the electrodes.
Failure to do so could cause abnormal sparks.

Periodically clean the adhered or
deposited materials from inside the
main unit or pipes.
Failure to do so could cause fire.

If fire or dust explosion occurs inside
the mist collector, immediately take the
following action.
・Turn off the power supply immediately.
・Use a fire extinguishing agent suitable for dust.
・Even after the fire is out, never open the door until
the internal temperature drops to the normal level.
Otherwise, a secondary explosion could occur.
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1．For safety operation(continue)
CAUTION
Wear appropriate protective safety
gears such as safety glasses and
gloves when doing an inspection or
replacing parts.
Failure to do so could cause injury.

Do not touch the electrical discharging
needles of charging electrode,
because they are sharply pointing.
When handling it, wear a pair of leather
or thick rubber gloves.
Otherwise, it may result in an injury.

Do not operate with suction/discharge
ports closed.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction by heating.

If abnormal noises, fumes, vibrations, smells, or
overheating are detected during operation, turn
off the primary power supply at once.
Failure to do so could cause trouble, electric shock
and fire.

Before doing inspection or maintenance
work, always turn off the primary power
supply to the mist collector.
Failure to do so could cause electric shock.

If the motor stops during operation,
turn off the primary power supply at
once.
Failure to do so could cause electric shock.
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Do not look in the exhaust port.
If ignored, foreign materials or droplets may come out
into eyes, the eyes may get hurt, or your health may
be impaired.

All wiring connection must be
performed by the qualified electrician.
Failure to do so could cause trouble.

Inspection and maintenance work must
be performed by a competent electrician.
Failure to do so could cause trouble.

Never place on inclined surface.
Failure to do so could cause overturning the
machine. Especially , in the specification with wheels,
could cause trouble.

1．For safety operation(continue)
CAUTION
Operate the product safely and according to directions to help ensure it delivers maximum performance.
Be sure to operate the mist collector at the appropriate airflow rate EM-15eII: 15 m3/min,
EM-30eII: 30 m3/min
Do not use the mist collector in a surging range. EM-15eII: Below 12.5 m3/min, EM-30eII:
Below 25 m3/min
Oil mist may leak from the exhaust port or the collector may break down.

Do not operate without charging/collecting electrodes.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction.

Do not repeat fully opening and closing the ports.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction.

Never turn on the switch with the inspection/electric part door opened.
Failure to do so could cause trouble or injury.

Never allow the following substance to go into the mist collector.
・abrasion substance。
・Other: liquid such as water.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction.

Adjust the use environment temperature in the range from 0°C to 40°C.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction.

Adjust the temperature of the sucked air to come in the range from 0°C to 40°C.
Failure to do so could cause trouble and malfunction

Be sure to use as appropriate motor rotation.
Failure to do so could cause malfunction.

Keep the pH of the sucked oil mist in the range from pH 7.0 to 10.5.
Failure to do so could cause trouble and malfunction

The electrical conductivity of the oil mist should be below 300 mS (millisiemens)/m.
Failure to do so could cause a machine failure.

The concentration of oil mist to be suctioned should be below 200 mg/m3.
Oil mist may leak from the exhaust port or the collector may break down.
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1．For safety operation(continue)
●Suctioning requirements
Make sure that the following suctioning requirements are satisfied to ensure safe operation and that the
collector delivers maximum performance.
Requirements

Items to be checked

Notes

Remarks (1)

Appropriate airflow
rate

Be sure to use the
collector with an air
capacity shown in
the right-hand
column.
Do not use the
collector with an
airflow rate below
the value shown in
the right-hand
column.
Measures against
insufficient airflow
rate
0°C - 40°C

EM-15eII: 15 m3/min

Remarks (2)

Checked

☑
Airflow rate

Ambient
temperature
Substances
the collector
can suction

Temperature of
substances to be
suctioned into the
collector
Mist generated from
metalworking
operations

Mist that has an
appropriate pH value

Electrical
conductivity of mist
to be collected
Concentration of
mist permitted to be
suctioned

EM-15eII: 12.5m3/min
3

EM-30eII: 25m /min

Intake of secondary air

Do not use the collector
with an airflow rate
below the value given
in Remark (1) in a
surging range.

□
□

Please contact our
sales representative.

□
□

Be sure to only use
the collector for
collecting oil mist.

The collector should
not be used to collect
dust.

The collector should
not be used to
collect combustible
materials.

Explosive oil mist
containing combustible
dust should not be
suctioned into the
collector.
Never allow oil with a
flash point below 80°C
to be suctioned into the
collector.
High-viscosity mist
should not be
suctioned into the
collector.
Range of application:
pH 7.0 to 10.5

The collector should
not be used to
collect inflammable
substances.
The collector should
not be used to
collect adherent
substances.
The collector should
not be used to
collect alkaline oil
mist with a high pH
value.
The collector should
not be used to
collect mist with high
conductivity.
Oil mist that has a
concentration over
the specified level
will cause oil mist to
leak from the
exhaust port.

□
□

EM-30eII: 30 m3/min

The collector should be
used to collect mist with
electrical conductivity
below 300 mS/m.
The maximum
permitted suctioning
density is 200 mg/m3.

The collector should not
be used to collect oil mist
that contains a large
amount of dust (1% or
more in weight ratio).
Carbon, magnesium,
aluminum, etc.

□

Gasoline, paint
thinner, solvent mist,
etc.

□

Mist of oil used to cook
meat, etc.

□

The collector should
not be used to collect
strongly acidic mist,
strongly alkaline mist,
or corrosive mist.

□

□

□
Take in secondary air to
control the
concentration.
Use an optional
eliminator to control the
concentration.

□
□

Refer to: Requirements for installation site (Page 10); Requirements for oil drainage (Page 11); Requirements for
connecting ductwork (Page 12)

Important
Be sure to observe the following to prevent malfunctions:
- The collector should not be used to collect water (vapor).
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2. Name of parts
External view
※This illustration is EM-15eⅡ.

Exhaust port
Clean air without mist is
exhausted from here.

Suction port
Oil mist is sucked from
the port.

Pipe for suction
port (Option)

Electronic control box
Open the box when resetting
the thermal relay.

Connect to the suction
port.

Number plate
You can check the model and
serial number here.

Electronic part

Waste oil outlet

The electronic parts to
operate the mist collector
are installed here.

Oil mist is drained
from the outlet.

Inspection door
Eliminator
Remove the big alien substance for
reducing load of electrode(charging
electrode・collecting electrode).

Charging electrode
This electrode applies the
high electric pressure and
makes the electric field to
charge the oil mist.

Collecting electrode
This electrode collects the
charged oil mist by Coulomb
force.

Open the door when
inspecting the eliminator,
charging electrode, and
collecting electrode.
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2. Name of parts (continue)
Control panel
Message window
When a problem such as unplanned
stop occurs, an error message is
displayed here, and the cumulative
operation time also displayed. When
setting the data, the setting contents
are displayed.

ESC switch

△switch

The switch is used for backing
to the data setting.

This button is used for
moving the displayed item to
the next or add the number of
the data.

SET switch
①

By pressing set key following to
the setting item, change the
setting display.

②

▽switch

⑥

③

⑤

④

This switch is used for
moving back the items or
reducing the data number.

⑦

ON/OFF switch
This machine is turned ON/OFF
by pressing the switches.

Numb
er

９

Reset switch
When the operation is
stopped by error, press
the switch to reset.

Name

Function

①

POWER lamp

This lamp lights when power supply is supplied to the unit. If the power supply
is connected in reverse phase, it blinks.

②

HIGH VOLTAGE lamp

This lamp lights when high voltage outputs during normal operation.

③

INSPECTION lamp

This lamp lights when the inspection door is opening or the trouble occurs.

④

CAUTION lamp

This lamp lights when passing the set maintenance time.

⑤

EXT.OPE lamp

This lamp lights when interlocking or one-shot is set on the external operation
setting (Refer to the Ｐ.２７).

⑥

Operation lamp

This lamp lights during operation.

⑦

OIL (GREEN)/SOLUBLE
(orange) lamp

This lamp lights green when the suction setting is for oil mist and lights orange
for soluble mist.

3．Preparation
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Installation
Observe the following requirements when installing the collector. Failure to do so could prevent the collector
from delivering maximum performance, cause the product to break down, or result in an accident.

●Requirements for installation site
Make sure that the following installation requirements are satisfied to ensure safe operation and that
the collector delivers maximum performance.
Requirements

Items to be checked

Notes

Temperature
and humidity

Ambient
temperature
Ambient relative
humidity
Altitude at which the
collector is installed

0°C - 40°C

Remarks (1)

Remarks (2)

Checked

☑

Altitude
Indoors

Not subject to direct
sunlight or rainwater.

Locations the
collector should not
be installed in

10 - 90%Rh
The collector should be
installed at an altitude
below 2,000 m.
Install the collector on
a level surface that can
safely support the
weight of the machine.
Install the collector in a
location where it will
not be subject to
strong vibrations or
shocks.
Be sure to provide an
area for maintenance.
Do not install the
collector in a
hazardous location.
Do not install the
collector in a location
where explosions or
fires may occur
(locations where
hazardous materials
evaporate or
disperse).

□
No condensation

□
□

Weight of EM-15eII:
72 kg

Weight of EM-30eII:
120 kg

□

□

Refer to the
illustration below.
hazardous locations
provided for in laws
and regulations
Inflammable
substances
Explosive materials
Ignitable substances

Combustible dust
Roller cart

Use the cart only when
moving the collector.

Take measures to
prevent the collector
from toppling over.

Ventilation

Install the collector in a
location with good
ventilation.

The collector
generates ozone.

□
□
Gasoline, paint
thinner, benzine,
kerosene, etc.
Nitroglycerine, etc.
Explosive aluminum,
magnesium dust, or
other metallic dust
Red or yellow
phosphorus
Coal powder, fine
plastic powder, sulfur
dust, starch, etc.
Lock the casters and
secure the cart when
operating the
collector.
Ozone has unique
odor.

□
□
□
□
□
□

□

Refer to: Suctioning requirements (Page 7); Requirements for oil drainage (Page 11); Requirements for connecting
ductwork (Page 12)
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3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Installation (continue)
Important
Be sure to observe the following to prevent malfunctions:
- There should be an open area above the exhaust ports, and sufficient space should have been secured
around the collector.

50 cm or longer
30 cm
or longer
80 cm or longer

１１

3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Oil drainage

●Requirements for oil drainage
Make sure that the following suctioning requirements are satisfied to ensure safe operation and that the
collector delivers maximum performance.
Requirements

Items to be checked

Notes

Remarks (1)

Remarks (2)

Checked

Oil draining
method

Constant draining

Do not expose drain
oil to the
atmosphere.

Do not expose the end
of the drain pipe
connected to the oil
catcher to the
atmosphere.

A liquid seal loop (trap)
can be used for the
drain hose.

□

☑

Refer to: Suctioning requirements (Page 7); Requirements for installation site (Page 10); Requirements for connecting
ductwork (Page 12)

Important

Elbow

● Arrange the hose from the drain port to the oil pan by
referring to the illustration below. The difference in height
between the drain port and the oil level in the oil pan must
be as much as smooth drainage of oil can be afforded.

● We recommend that the hose diameter be as large as
possible in order to reduce the possibility of the oil clogging.
(Recommended inner diameter of hose:φ25mm)

100mm or more

● When bending the hose, be careful that the hose does not
get pinched. If it does, normal drainage will not be possible.

200mm or more

Hose joint

Put in same oil as mist.

100mm
or longer

200mm
or longer

< Other drain hose connection >
･ If the user requires a loop-shaped trap in the drain hose to seal the line with oil, prepare
another hose separately.
･ Such loop-shaped trap cannot be availed if the waste oil includes foreign materials such
as dust, particles, etc, because the materials are accumulated at the trap and air does
not go through out. In this sense, it is necessary to check the condition of the waste oil,
and clean or replace the hose if necessary.
･ If the user requires a loop-shaped trap in the drain hose to seal the line with oil, do not
immerse the end of the hose in the oil of the reservoir.

Form a loop with hose.

Be sure to put oil in.

Air does not go out.
Waste oil stagnates.

Do not dip the end of the
hose in the oil in the
reservoir when a loop is
made with the hose.
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3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Installing ducting

●Requirements for connecting ductwork
Make sure that the following requirements for connecting ductwork are satisfied to ensure safe
operation and that the collector delivers maximum performance.
Requirements

Items to be checked

Notes

Remarks (1)

Duct
materials

Consideration of the
oil to be handled

Duct diameter

Securing of a duct of
the appropriate
diameter

The use of oil proof ducts
is recommended for oil
(water-insoluble) mist.
Avoid using a duct with
an unnecessarily small
diameter.

Less prone to
becoming hardened
by oil.
A duct with an
inappropriate diameter
causes insufficient
airflow rate.
EM-15eII: 150 mm or
larger
Caulk any gaps in the
joints.

Remarks (2)

Checked

☑

Connecting
ductwork

Securing of joints
Minimized duct
resistance

Measures to prevent
backflow of oil mist.
Battle plate

Connecting
ductwork
location

Intake of
secondary air

Prevention of foreign
substances (chips)
being suctioned into
the collector
Control of
concentrations of mist
Prevention of foreign
substances (chips)
being suctioned into
the collector
Control of
concentrations of
mist
Securing of
appropriate airflow
rate
Control of
concentrations of
mist

Recommended
diameter of duct
Secure the duct joints
using hose bands or any
other types of clamps.
Do not allow the duct
to sag.
The interflow part
should be smooth.
Connection of exhaust
ports of multiple mist
collectors to an
interflow pipe
Install a battle plate on
a machine tool.

The duct should take
the shortest path.
A supplementary
explanation is provided
on the next page.
Exhaust backflow into
a mist collector that
has stopped operating
may occur.

□
Insufficient airflow rate
may cause collection
performance to
deteriorate.
EM-30eII: 200 mm or
larger

□

□
□

Do not let mist accumulate
inside the pipe.

□
□
□

□

Install a battle plate on
a machine tool.
Position the ductwork
away from the mist
source.

The splay of oil may
enter the collector.

Where oil mist exists
in high concentrations

Position the ductwork
away from the mist
source.
An error resulting from
insufficient airflow rate
is displayed.
Oil mist exists in high
concentrations,
causing oil mist to leak
from the exhaust port.

The splay of oil may
enter the collector.

Where oil mist exists
in high concentrations

□

Intake of secondary
air

Please contact our
sales representative.

□

Intake of secondary
air

Please contact our
sales representative.

□

□
□

Refer to: Suctioning requirements (Page 7; Requirements for installation site (Page 10); Requirements for oil drainage (Page 11)
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3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Installing ducting (continue)
Important
Make sure that the following requirements for connecting ductwork are satisfied to ensure safe operation
and that the collector delivers maximum performance.

● When branching the suction duct, interflow part should be smooth in order not to change the
change the direction and speed of airflow.
● Secure the appropriate diameter of duct.If the diameter is too small,the air flow could lack. If the
diameter is too big, it cause malfunction or lacking of performance because of the dripping.
● On the side of the machine tool occurred the oil mist, apart the source origin and suction port or
install the baffle plate in order not the cut powder putting in the collector.This collector is for
suctioning the foggy mist. If it is likely to suck the splay of oil, and leak from exhaust air, install the
baffle plate.
● If the power is shut down frequentally because mist concentration is high or the air flow is low,
make sure to take in the secondary air from the suction port.
● Always position the ducting between a machine tool and the mist collector on an angle to prevent
oil from accumulating inside the duct.

Battle plate
Ample
clearance

To mist collector

To mist collector

Position the duct at a gentle angle to prevent oil from accumulating in the duct.
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3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Connecting to the power supply
Important
●All electrical wiring work must be performed by a competent electrician.

1 Checking the specifications of the power
●
Check the name plate that the power specifications of the
product is suit with the power outlet.

2 Turning off the switch.
●

Switchboard

Be sure to turn off the current breaker for preventing electric
shock.

3 Grounding the earth
●

Circuit
breaker

Earth
Power cord

Ensure that the earth is installed in accordance with the
requirements that mean maximum grounding resistance is 100
ohms and under.

4 Connecting wires except the earth
●
Screw the power cord except the earth firmly with the terminal
block of the electric breaker.

5 Turning on the switch
●
Check the above ① to ④ again and turn on the switch of the electric breaker.
Checking of the breaker：
For safety, install the breaker on the side of the primary power source. The recommended trip value of the breaker
is the following in chart.
Model

Type of breaker

Trip value(Power 200Ｖ)

EM－15eⅡ

MCB(Electric breaker for wiring)
or
ELB(Earth leakage circuit breaker )

10A

EM－30eⅡ
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3．Preparation(continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Checking the rotation direction of motor
Important
●All electrical wiring work must be performed by a qualified electrician.

1 Turning on the switch and checking the message window
●
Turn on the switch and check whether the error 20 is displayed.
In case of reverse phase, make sure to perform the following.

2 Turning off the switch
●

『Er20』is displayed in case of
the reverse phase.

Be sure to turn off the circuit breaker on the power distribution
panel(primary power)for preventing electric shock.

3 Changing the phase sequence of the power cord
●
In case of reverse phase, change the phase sequence of R and T.
Switchboard

4 Turning on the switch
●

Circuit
breaker

Turn on the circuit breaker on the power distribution panel.
(primary power)
Power cord

5 Checking the message window
●
Check the message window to know whether the reverse phase
is occurred or not.

Switchboard

Circuit
breaker

Power cord

Turn off the circuit breaker of the
distribution panel and replace the phase
sequence of R and T.
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Checking before use

●Checking the condition of power distribution
Check the power distribution. When the power is turned ON, the
power lamp lights. If the external operation is in operation,
EXT.OPE lamp lights.When INSPECTION lamp lights, check the
error message of the message window and inspect and take
measures.

POWER lamp

INSPECTION
lamp

EXT.OPE lamp
Check the lamp lighting.

Starting and stopping the operation
Important
●Be sure to use the product only for collecting oil mist.
●Do not put alien substances to the exhaust port. Failure to do so could cause malfunction.
● In case of occurring the cut powder, make sure to take measures such as installing the buffer plate for
preventing to put the cut powder into the product.
● Make sure to operate the product by the operation switch on the control panel or external operation, not
the main power.
●Do not modify the product. Failure to do so could cause malfunction or the error of the display.
●Adjust the temperature of the suction air to come in the range from 0～40℃.
●Adjust the environment temperature in the range from 0～40℃.
●Adjust the environment humidity in the range from 10～90％Rh. (No condensation)
●Minimum air volume in the case of “EM-15eⅡ” is 10m3/min , 20m3/min is the case of “EM-30eⅡ”.
● The product is intended for collecting the oil mist with flash point of above 80 degrees and over or the
soluble mist with less than 300 mS/m of specific electric conductivity. The machine cannot collect the oil
out of the condition.
●This product is for oil mist that has less than 200mg/m3 of the maximum concentration. Otherwise,
Failure to do so could cause lack of performance such as frequent stopping the product or leaking the oil.
●Do not operate without the charging electrode and the collecting electrode. It could cause malfunction of
the infrastructure.

1 Starting operation
●
Press the ON switch.
The motor starts rotating and suctioning.

2 Stopping operation
●
Press the OFF switch.
The motor stops operation.
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Connecting the wires for the external operation
Important
●The remote operation connection wiring must be performed by the qualified electrician.
●Make sure not to touch the electric parts except specified ones. Failure to do so could cause malfunction.
●Before opening the electric component cover of the control panel, wait 20 seconds after you have turned
off the power on the primary side. Otherwise, it could cause electric shock or short circuit because the
high voltage equipment is inside the electronic part.
●Make sure to use the external signal wire alone. The cable used for remote control cannot be used
together with the cable of the signal output terminals and power cord (refer to the next page) by sharing
one multi-core cable.
●Use a shield cable if the remote control takes place near to the noise source, or lay the cable in a metal
conduit.
●Input the one-shot signal 500ms and over (0.5seconds).
●A maximum of 10m wiring extension is allowed for the external-controlled operation.
●The DC 12V 10mA signal will be output from the terminal block.
●No-volt contacts shall be used in wire connection for the external controlled operation.
●Also refer to the wiring diagram. (at the P.５２)
●Use wiring, switches, relays meeting to the specifications below.
＜Wiring materials＞
Specifications
Items
Wire type

Sheath wire

Conductor
cross section
Withstand
voltage

0.5～
0.75mm2
300V(min.)

＜Push-button switch＞
Item
Specifications
Contact
1A(min.)
capacity
Withstand
DC 30V(min.)
voltage
Minimum
DC12V 10mA
applicable load
and under

1 Turning off the switch
●

＜Relays＞
Items
Specifications
Contact
1A(min.)
capacity
Withstand
DC30V(min.)
voltage
Minimum
DC12V 10mA
applicable load
and under

Switchboard

Be sure to turn off the circuit breaker for preventing electric shock.

Circuit
breaker

Earth
Power cord

2 Remove the electrical equipment cover
●
Wait 20 seconds, remove the four fasting screws from the electric
component cover, and remove the cover.

After turning off the circuit breaker of
the power distribution panel, remove
the electrical equipment cover.
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Connecting the wires for the external operation(continue)
3 Wiring the signal wire
●
Wire the signal wire along the shape of inside of the inspection door like other wiring.
Bundle the signal wire using a union band etc. at this time. Thread the tied signal wires
through slit grommet by the side of a inspection door and electrical equipment.
Connect the tied signal wires each terminal block.
(Refer to Procedure (4) and Procedure (5) for the connection method.)

Signal wire

Slit the grommet
and let the tied
signal wire pass
to the electric
part.

Bundle the signal wire
together with other cables
using a union band etc.
Moreover, when you shut
a check door, please shut
carefully not to crush on
both sides of the tied
signal wire between a
inspection door and this
electrical equipment.

Hinge

<The NG example>
The act such as hooking the tied
signal wire on the convex portion (L
character portion) of the check
door, or shutting a check door with
the condition with the wire inserted
into the hinge.

Destination terminal BOX

Wire the signal wire
passed into the electric
part to each terminal box.
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Connecting the wires for the external operation (continue)
4 Connecting the external signal wire
●
Connect the external signal wire to the 2 to 4 of connection
part of TB2 following to the right diagram.

Advice
Either continuous or one-shot signals can be used as the
externaloperation signals. With continuous signals, the
operation will be executed while the contact is closed and so
the operation will be stopped when the closed contact is
opened. In the case of use of a relay, etc., it is this type. For
operation with continuous signals, connect 2-4 to allow the
interlock with the remote, and in this state, put continuous
signals in between 3-4.
With one-shot signals, however, once the contact is closed,
thatsignal will be held in the being closed, start/stop will not be
switched. So, be careful of this. To start, put the one-shot start
signal in 3-4. To stop, put the one-shot stop signal in 2-4.
※Input one-shot signal for more than 500ms (more than 0.5s)

Input

TB2
4
3
2
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Connecting the wires for the external operation(continue)
5 Connecting the signal wires
●
Reference to the right diagram, connect the signal wire for alarm
relay.

Advice
During INSPECTION lamp lighting, output alarm with non-voltage
contact from TB1. For using the signal, you can activate the
security alarm(such as warning light or buzzer) The 1－2 is a
contact and the 2－3 is b contact.
Output contact specifications：AC250V max.1A/ DC30V max.2Ａ

6 Wiring the signal wires
●
Let the signal wire of TB1 and TB2 through the hole with resin film
along inside the inspection door. Pull the signal wire from the hole
with resin film on the lower part in the side of the inspection door
and wire the equipment.

Output

7 Closing the electrical equipment cover
●
Install the electrical equipment cover and fix with four screws.

8 Turning on the switch
●
Turn on the breaker of power distribution panel.

ＴＢ1
3

9 Activate the external control setting
●
Operate “External operate setting” of data setting method(refer to
Ｐ.２７).

２１
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4.Operation (continue)
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Setting of data
Important
●Setting of each data can be changed during stopping the operation.
●When operating by external, make sure to activate “(5) External operation setting”( at the Ｐ.２７) If the
signal wires are not connected, connect the wires.
Set the data due to the working condition. In this section shows the setting of the type of oil mist to collect,
the setting of maintenance timer and the data setting of external operation.
Setting contents

(1)

(2)

n-00
Mode setting

n -01
High voltage
delay setting

Function

Selection Default

Select “oil” or “soluble” according to the type of the mist. If the
object substance is oil mist and high density and spark
discharge occurs frequently, select 90％ of oiliness. If the
object substance is soluble mist and leak the soluble mist
Essential
from exhaust port, select the soluble110％.
000・・・oil 100％/001・・・soluble100％
002・・・oil 90％/003・・・soluble110％
When this setting is enabled, the high voltage operation is
operated for 70％ to 80％ until 30 seconds of starting the
operation the high voltage output and after 30 seconds of the
starting, rated high voltage output is done.

Optional

n-03
Maintenance
Timer setting

000

Ｐ.２３

000

Ｐ.２４

000

Ｐ.２５

2000

Ｐ.２６

000

Ｐ.２７

000・・・Non active /001・・・Active(Low output operation until 30
seconds after starting)

If the spark discharge or short circuit occurs due to the
contamination attached with electrode, all operation is
stopped. If this setting is enabled, only the high voltage output
n-02
is stopped and fan operates continuously. It is effective, if
Fan
(3)
Optional
Continuous
discharging the mist regularly. When stopping the high voltage
operation setting operation, mist that is not collected is discharged. Be sure to
check the discharge root before the setting.

(4)

Refer
Page

000・・・Non active/001・・・Active
By this setting, when the operation time is reached by the
setting time, inform the maintenance period of electrode.
Default of timer setting is 2000 hours. Due to the operation
condition, change the setting time.
Change
※ For about 2000 hours of the operation of 8hours / day according
20days/month 12month/year
to your
※ The setting time is counted per 1 hour. When reaching 0hour, needs
maintenance is needed.
※When the alert of maintenance displayed, operation continues.
The setting range…0～9000 Available of setting per 100 hours
In addition to operation by control panel; this machine can be
operated by external signal of machine tool or switch. By this
setting, select the type of external operation.

About the signal type：
Essential
n-04
This machine can be operated by continuous signal or the during
(5)
External
one-shot signal. If one-shot signal is operated, operates when external
operation setting closing the contact and stops when opening the contact.
operation
During the one-shot signal, once the contact is closed, the
circuit is changed inside the machine. It need not continuing
the contact closed.
000・・・Manual/001・・・Continuous/002・・・One-shot
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Mode setting
Select the mode of “oil” or “soluble” due to the type of the collecting mist. Select “oil” or “soluble” according to the
type of the mist. If the object substance is oil mist , high density and spark discharge occurs frequently, select 90％ of
oiliness. If the object substance is soluble mist and leak the soluble mist from exhaust port, select the soluble110％.
The setting cannot be changed during operation.

Be sure to set after stopping the operation.

1 Changing the mode setting
●
Press △ or ▽ switch to make ⑦ appear in the top right corner in the
mode setting display.

2 Making flash the top-right icon “⑦”
●
Press the SET switch to blink ⑦ of the top right corner.

3 Changing the setting
●
During blinks of ⑦, press △ or ▽ switch to appear n-00 on the
display. Press the SET switch to appear『000』 in display. After the
setting, press the SET switch. At the time of registration, the buzzer
sounds.
000・・・Oil 100％
(Default)
001・・・Soluble100％
002・・・Oiliness 90％
003・・・Soluble110％

In case of collecting oiliness mist
In case of collecting soluble mist
In case that the suction density of oil mist
is high and spark discharge frequently
occurs.
In case of leaking the soluble mist from
exhaust port

Caution
Be sure to press the SET switch during blinks of the icons in
display. At the time of registration, the buzzer sounds and the
setting become effective. If you forget to press the SET switch
or the buzzer does not sound, the setting is not changed.

4 Back to the top
●
Press the ESC switch to back the display condition as suggested in the right.
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High voltage delay setting
When this setting is enabled, the high voltage operation is operated for 70％ to 80％ of rated output until 30 seconds of
starting the operation and rated high voltage output operation is done after a lapse of 30 seconds. This setting effects for
drying after starting operation and connecting operation with the other machine, for delaying the high voltage output of
suction from generation of mist. This setting cannot be changed during operation.

Be sure to stop the operation before setting.

1 Changing the mode setting
●
Press △ or ▽ switch to make ⑦ appear in the top right corner in the mode setting display.

2 Making flash the top-right icon “⑦”
●
Press the SET switch to blink ⑦ of the top right corner.

3 Changing the setting
●
During blinks of ⑦, press △ or ▽ switch to appear n-01 on the
display. Press the SET switch to appear『000』 in display. After the
setting by pressing △ or ▽ switch , press the SET switch while
『000』is blinking on the display. At the time of registration, the
buzzer sounds.
000・・・Unset(default)

001・・・Set (Low out put operation
until 30 seconds from starting)

Caution
Be sure to press the SET switch during blinks of the icons in
display. At the time of registration, the buzzer sounds and the
setting become effective. If you forget to press the SET switch
or the buzzer does not sound, the setting is not changed.

4 Back to the top
●
Press the ESC switch to back the display condition as suggested in the right.
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Setting of continuous operation of Fan
Important
●When the setting is available, the fan starts continuous operation. Press the STOP switch to stop the fan.
When this setting is enabled, only the high voltage output is stopped and fan is continuously operating. This setting
effect in the case of discharging mist continuously. This setting cannot be changed during operation.

Be sure to stop the operation before setting.

1 Changing the mode setting
●
Press △ or ▽ switch to make ⑦ appear in the top right corner
in the mode setting display.

2 Making flash the top-right icon “⑦”
●
Press the SET switch to blink ⑦ of the top right corner.

3 Changing the setting
●
During blinks of ⑦, press △ or ▽ switch to appear n-02 on the
display. Then, press the SET switch to appear『000』 in display. After
the setting, press the SET switch. At the time of registration, the
buzzer sounds.
000・・・Unset(default)

001・・・Set(The fan stops only in
case of high voltage)

Caution
Be sure to press the SET switch during blinks of the icons in
display. At the time of registration, the buzzer sounds and the
setting become effective. If you forget to press the SET switch
or the buzzer does not sound, the setting is not changed.

4 Back to the top
●
Press the ESC switch to back the display condition as suggested in
the right.
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Maintenance timer setting
This instruction is for setting the timer that informs the inspection time of electrode and the product. The
default of timer is 2000 hours. Remove the electrode from the product over 1 time per 3 months and inspect
the product, collecting unit(eliminator、charging electrode、collecting electrode).Set the time due to the use
condition. During operation, it is only displayed and the setting cannot be changed.

Be sure to stop the operation before setting.

1 Changing the mode setting
●
Press △ or ▽ switch to make ⑦ appear in the top right
corner in the mode setting display.

2 Making flash the top-right icon “⑦”
●
Press the SET switch to blink ⑦ of the top right corner.

3 Changing the setting
●
During blinks of ⑦, press △ or ▽ switch to appear n-03 on the
display. Then, press the SET switch to appear『2000』 in display.
After the setting, press the SET switch during “2000” blinking. At the
time of registration, the buzzer sounds.
Setting range：0～9000hours
Default：2000hours
This setting can be changed per 100 hours.

Caution
・ Be sure to press the SET switch during blinks of the icons
in display. At the time of registration, the buzzer sounds and
the setting become effective. If you forget to press the SET
switch or the buzzer does not sound, the setting is not
changed.
・If the maintenance timer setting is set『0』, the function of
maintenance timer becomes invalid.
・If the setting time is reached to『0』, warning message of
maintenance displays, but the operation is continuing.

4 Back to the top
●
Press the ESC switch to back the display condition as suggested in the right.
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External operation setting
Important
●About the type of external operation：
This machine can be operated by continuous signal and the one-shot signal. If interlock signal is operated, operates
when closing the contact and stops when opening the contact. During the one-shot signal, once the contact is closed,
the circuit is changed inside the machine. It need not continuing the contact closed. Input one-shot signal again to stop
the machine.

●Please input the one-shot signal over 500ms(0.5s).
Except the operation by control panel; this machine can be operated by external signal of machine tool or switch
installed specially. The operation is called “external operation” in this manual. By the setting, select the type of signal for
external operation. During operation, it is only displayed and the setting cannot be changed.

Be sure to stop the operation before setting.

1 Changing the mode setting
●
Press △ or ▽ switch to make ⑦ appear in the top right corner in the
mode setting display.

2 Making flash the top-right icon “⑦”
●
Press the SET switch to blink ⑦ of the top right corner.

3 Changing the setting
●
During blinks of ⑦, press △ or ▽ switch to appear n-04 on the
display. Then, press the SET switch to appear『000』 in display. After
the setting, press the SET switch. At the time of registration, the
buzzer sounds.
000・・・Manual
(Default)

001・・・Interlock

002・・・one-shot

Caution
Be sure to press the SET switch during blinks of the icons in
display. At the time of registration, the buzzer sounds and the
setting become effective. If you forget to press the SET switch
or the buzzer does not sound, the setting is not changed.

4 Back to the top
●
Press the ESC switch to back the display condition as suggested in
the right.
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Display of message window
Message window displays the time of maintenance timer and the contents of error.
By pressing △ or ▽ switch, the contents of ① to ⑦ is changed. If △ or ▽ switch is not pressed, the
displayed contents of ② to ⑤ is automatically changed per 10 seconds. Error is kept displaying during
error.
Display

TOP

Ｔ
(Hour)

Error

HV
(kV)

LV
(kV)

Type

Mode

Contents

Remarks

When the electrical equipment
cover is opened, “door” is
displayed.

During display, the INSPECTION
lamp is lit at the same time.

The rest time until set time of
maintenance is displayed.

The rest time is updated per1
hour. By pressing the SET
switch, the total amount of
operation time is displayed.
If you set the timer to “0”,only
four hyphen are displayed.

When the error occurs, the
content is displayed. Until the
error is resolved, the display is
kept displaying.

If there are some errors, the
display is changed per 10
seconds.

The voltage of the charging
electrode is displayed in real time.
The voltage is updated continually
per 0.5 seconds.

The voltage is displayed to the
nearest whole number.

The voltage of the collecting
electrode is displayed in real time.
The voltage is updated continually
per 0.5 seconds.

The voltage is displayed to the
first decimal place.

The product model is displayed.

The setting content of data is
displayed.

For setting the mode, change
the display by △ or ▽ switch.
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Error message display
When the error classification is WARNING, the product continues operating. When the error classification is STOP, the
product stops operating. If the error is displayed in message window during operation, follow to the next instruction.

Type of error is displayed
in the display.

The lamp lights when the
error classification is STOP.
The lamp lights when the error
classification is WARINING.

Display

Caution
lamp

Inspec
tion
lamp

Alarm
contact
output

Contents

Cause and coping strategy

Error of the
maintenance
timer

・When getting to the time of maintenance operation
→Inspect the eliminator, the charging electrode, the
collecting electrode and inside the collector.
→After inspecting the collector, press the reset switch
to reset the maintenance timer.

Danger

・Increase the spark discharge by charging electrode.
→Inspect the charging electrode.

Danger

・Increase the spark discharge by collecting electrode.
→Inspect the collecting electrode.

Danger

Hour

Lighting

―

OFF

Er01

Lighting

―

OFF

Er02

Lighting

―

OFF

Charging
electrode
Spark error
Collecting
electrode
Spark error

Error
classification

※The instruction of the error message display is on the next page.
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Error message display (continue)
Display

door

Er03

Er09

Caution
lamp

Inspec
tion
lamp

Alarm
contact
output

Contents

―

Lighting

OFF

Inspection
door open

・The inspection door is opened.
→Close the inspection door.

Stop

Unusual
temperature
rise

・ The periphery of the electrical equipment has
substantially heated up.
→ Stop the operation and check whether the use
environment temperature and intake air temperature is
in the range from 0 to 40℃.

Stop

・Fan motor overload
→Remove the cause of the overload.( Ask your nearest
AMANO office or dealer for their services, or charge
your qualified electrician with this task.)
→After removing the cause, reset the thermal relay.

Stop

―

―

Lighting Settable

Lighting Settable

Fan
overload

Cause and coping strategy

Error
classifi
cation

・Charging electrode is dirty.
→Clean the charging electrode.

Er10

―

Lighting Settable

Short of
charging
electrode

・The charging electrode was short-circuited.
→Clean or replace the charging electrode.
→Remove foreign substances from the wire electrode.
→ Inspect the wire electrode for any deformation;
replace if needed.

Stop

・The charging electrode is not installed.
→Install the charging electrode.

Er11

―

・The voltage of charging electrode has risen sharply.
→ Remove the cause of the high voltage.(Ask your
nearest AMANO office or dealer for their services, or
charge your qualified electrician with this task.)
→Check the charging electrode for any poor contact
Lighting Settable Over voltage
between its feed spring and feed plate.( If any, replace
the charging electrode with new one)
→Clean the charging electrode.

Stop

・The charging electrode is not installed.
→Install the charging electrode.
Er12

Er20

―

―

Lighting Settable

Lighting Settable

Short of
collecting
electrode

Reverse
phase

・The collecting electrode was short-circuited.
→Clean or replace the collecting electrode.
・The power connection was made with reversed phase.
→ Reconnect by replacing the orders each other
between R and T phases.
・Fuse blown or contact failure of fuses.
→Check the contact condition of fuse of the 5A on F2,
F4 or fuse of the 0.5Ａ on F3. Replace it if needed.

Stop

Stop
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Error cancellation
When an error code is displayed, accompanied by an operation stop,
remove the cause of the stop, press the RESET button, and then restart
the operation. If the operation is resumed without eliminating the cause of
the stop, it should lead to occurrence of a malfunction, accident, fire, and
other failures.

Caution
The operation can also be restarted even with the cause of
the stop left as it has been, by pressing the reset button.
However, such handling should only be admitted as a
temporary emergency measure and never be practiced as a
permanent measure.
If the set time for maintenance is reached, the CHECK lamps turn on. At this time (with the CHECK lamp
lit), if the operation is once stopped, restart will not take place unless the RESET button is pressed. (Only
the CHECK lamp lights in the external operation mode.) Inspect the electrodes, clean and make
replacement at need. Confirm their freedom of fault, reinstall them and press the RESET button. This
allows resetting of the maintenance timer, enabling restart of the operation.

Caution
Before pressing the RESET button to restart the operation
after the maintenance, inspect the reinstalled electrodes once
again to ensure they are free from defects or faults.
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Reset of the thermal relay
Important
● The sequence of reset operations of the thermal relay should be performed by the maintenance person
well familiarized with this apparatus.
● In cases the operation cannot be restored to the normal state by resetting, or current interruption is often
caused by trip of the thermal relay, contact Amano or your dealer of Amano representative.
● If cause of the thermal relay trip should be attributable to any other factors than this apparatus, conduct
an on-the-spot current/voltage investigation by the qualified electrician on your side.

1 Turning off the switch.
●
Be sure to turn off the switch board for preventing electric shock.

Switchboard
Circuit
breaker

2 Opening the electronic control box
●

Earth
Power cord

Remove the cross-head screw after waiting over 20 seconds, and
open the electrical equipment cover.

3 Checking the wiring and pressing the reset switch
●
Check the wiring for any fault. Check also the externally connected
equipment, if any. (Remove the cause of the trip of the thermal
relay.)If these are ensured of the freedom from faults, press the
relay reset button provided on the electro-magnetic switch.

4 Shutting the electronic control box
●
Close the electronic equipment cover and fix with cross-head screw.

5 Checking whether the trouble occurs
●

After turning off the switchboard
(primary power supply), open the
electrical equipment cover.

Turn on the switchboard (primary power supply). Then, press the ON
switch on the control panel to make running for operation test. Check
for presence or absence of unusual sound, overheat, malfunction,
etc.

Reset switch
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Key points of inspection
Important
● Wipe off drops of oil on the floor before starting the inspection and maintenance. Dropped oil on the floor
could lead to be injured in a fall.
● The maintenance work on the user’s side should be done by the personnel who are well familiarized with this
apparatus and well trained for its repair and electrical engineering. Failure to do so could cause trouble.
● If any cleaner or detergent is used for cleaning the electrodes and eliminator, put on appropriate
protective wear(goggles, mask, gloves, etc.), and dispose of the waste fluid according to the rules and
regulations in your company or by the laws concerned.
● Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off primary power supply to the
mist collector.
● Before inspection：
 If the maintenance or inspection needs working on a high ground, use appropriate protective device against fall.
 The inspection should begin with turning off the primary power supply before everything.
 Before opening the inspection door, wait over 20 seconds.
● Caution taken at inspection：
 The eliminator and electrodes (such as charging and collecting electrodes) can be used repeatedly.
 Once deformation or damage is observed on the eliminator and electrodes (charging and collecting electrodes) at
the inspection, replace them with new ones.

 When contamination is found on the power feed insulator at the inspection, clean it by wiping it with a dry cloth. If the
contamination is pertinent and does not come off, soak a cloth with water-soluble degreasing detergent, and wipe with it.

 If the mist collector is shut down, make sure to inspect and clean the electrode(charging electrode・collecting
electrode). Failure to do so could cause fire.

 Do not run the mist collector without electrodes (charging electrode・collecting electrode).Failure to do so could
cause malfunction.

 When inspecting the charging electrode, check the condition of the electrodes. If needle electrode is deformed or

needle part is lacked or alien substance cannot be removed, make sure to replace the needle electrode to new
one.

 An inadvertent touch on the sharp electrical discharging needles could cause injury. Be careful not to touch the
needles when removing or reinstalling the electrical charge poles.
Magnified view at the point of needle

Discharging needle

Charging electrode with needles

Do not injure yourself with the points of the electrical discharging needles.

●Caution about inspection frequency：
It is recommended to carry out eliminator inspection more than once every week. The contaminant accumulation

on the eliminator primarily depends on the type, density, and quantity of the collected mist. So, such inspection
frequency does not constitute the guaranteed inspection period. It should be determined by individual users to their
own requirements.
However, irrespective of the degree of contamination, the eliminator will need the inspection after removing it from
the main body at least once every three months. (Follow the procedure given in this manual.)
It is recommended to check electrodes for any fault more than once every week. The contaminant accumulation on the
electrodes primarily depends on the type, density and quantity of the collected mist. So, such inspection frequency does not
constitute the guaranteed. However, irrespective of the decree of contamination, the electrodes will need dismounting from
the main body at the inspection at least once every three months. (Follow the procedure given in this manual.)
When the electrode accumulates a contaminant deposit of 2mm of thickness, or frequent stoppage with abnormal
spark discharge occurs even after making inspections, clean the electrodes.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Opening and closing the inspection door
1 Stopping operation
●
Press the OFF switch.

2 Turning off the power
●
Turn off the primary power supply and then wait for 20 seconds before
proceeding to the next step.

Switchboard
Circuit
breaker

3 Opening the inspection door
●
Unscrew the hexagon bolt fixed inspection door and open the
inspection door.

Earth
Power cord

Caution
Wipe off adhered oil on the mist collector or gasket of the
inspection door.

4 Shutting the inspection door
●
Turn counterclockwise two hexagon head bolts securing the
inspection door.

Caution
This apparatus will not start running unless the limit switch on
the safety device for the inspection door is set at on. So close
the inspection door firmly.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Inspection of the eliminator
Important
●The metallic side plates are very slippery due to oil on their surfaces. So, please be very careful not to cut
your fingers etc. on the edges at bends in them.
●To work with the collecting unit, use appropriate protective wear.(such as rubber gloves, protective
glasses), and devices.
●Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off the power supply to the mist
collector.
●In order to operate the mist collector at the designed performance, install all collecting units correctly
(such as eliminator and electrodes.)
●Be sure to use Amano's genuine parts of collecting unit. The collecting unit for other model cannot be
used for this mist collector.

1 Opening the inspection door
●
Unscrew the hexagon bolt fixed inspection door and open the inspection door.

2 Pulling out the eliminator
●
Pull out the eliminator .

3 Inspecting the eliminator
●
Check it for contamination, deformation and breakage. If the contamination is at unallowable level, clean the
eliminator following the procedure given in the next section. If any deformed or broken part is detected,
replace the eliminator with a new one.

4 Installing the eliminator and shutting the inspection door
●
To reinstall the eliminator, face it as illustrated at right and slowly draw it in along guides on the internal walls
of the main unit.

Caution
If the specification of opposite direction of airflow, the insertion
direction is also opposite.
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Insertion direction of
main unit

Grip

5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Inspecting the charging electrode
Important
●The metallic side plates are very slippery due to oil on their surfaces. So, please be very careful not to cut
your fingers etc. on the edges at bends in them.
●To work with the collecting unit, use appropriate protective wear.(such as rubber gloves, protective
glasses), and devices.
●Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off the power supply to the mist
collector.
●In order to operate the mist collector at the designed performance, install all collecting units correctly.
(such as eliminator and electrodes.)
●Be sure to use Amano's genuine parts of collecting unit. The collecting unit for other model cannot be
used for this mist collector.

1 Opening the inspection door
●
Unscrew the hexagon bolt fixed inspection door and open the
inspection door.

2 Pulling out the charging electrode
●
Put your fingers on bends in each side plate and draw out the collecting
electrode.

Caution
When holding the charging electrode by the hand, do not put fingers
on the ground board. If the fingers go around on the board, the points
of the electrical discharging needle may stick the fingers.

Pull the collecting electrode gently.

Hole of ground board

Do not hold it in a manner that your finger(s) comes in the hole of the ground board.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Inspecting the charging electrode (continue)
3 Inspecting the charging electrode
●
Check it for contamination, deformation and breakage. If the
contamination is at unallowable level, clean the charging electrode
following the procedure given in the next section. If any deformed or
broken part is detected, replace the charging electrode with a new
one.

4 Installing
●

the charging electrode and

Side of the
machine

shutting the inspection door
To reinstall the collecting electrode to the main unit, position it so that
cutout direction on your right side, close the inspection door.

Caution
If the specification of opposite direction of airflow, the insertion
direction is also opposite.
Cutout part

To reinstall the collecting electrode to
the main unit, position it so that
cutout direction on your right side
from front side.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Inspecting the collecting electrode
Important
●The metallic side plates are very slippery due to oil on their surfaces. So, please be very careful not to cut
your fingers etc. on the edges at bends in them.
●To work with the collecting unit, use appropriate protective wear.(such as rubber gloves, protective
glasses), and devices.
●Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off the power supply to the mist
collector.
●In order to operate the mist collector at the designed performance, install all collecting units correctly.
(such as eliminator and electrodes.)
●Be sure to use Amano's genuine parts of collecting unit. The collecting unit for other model cannot be
used for this mist collector.

1 Opening the inspection door
●
Unscrew the hexagon bolt fixed inspection door and open the inspection door.

2 Pulling out the collecting electrode
●

Frame

Put your fingers on the folded edge of the metal plate ("insulator
support" or "frame") and pull it out gently.

Feed
spring

Caution
When you carry the pulled-out collecting electrode, lay it down so
that each side of the electrode faces up and down. If you turn it
over vertically, you cannot put your fingers on the "frame". At this
time, if you hold "power feed plate" or "insulator", the electrode
could be deformed or the insulator may be damaged.
× Do not carry it in vertical position.

× When turned vertically

Insulator
Feed plate

Insulator
support

Pull the collecting electrode gently.

Lay position
○ Lay it down.

3 Inspecting the collecting electrode
●
Check it for contamination, deformation and breakage. If the contamination
is at unallowable level, clean the collecting electrode following the
procedure given in the next section. If any deformed or broken part is
detected, replace the collecting electrode with a new one.

4 Installing
●

the collecting electrode and
shutting the inspection door

Hold the flame when carrying.

When installing the electrode in the main body, gently put it along the guide so
that the guide with the feed spring comes forward (on the side of inspection
door), and that the feed spring faces the upper left. Then shut the inspection
door after installing the electrode.

Caution
If the specification of opposite direction of airflow, the insertion
direction is also opposite.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Important matters of cleaning the collecting unit
Important
●Do not use the inflammable substances when cleaning the collecting unit and the machine. If the
inflammable substances are attached to the machine, it could catch fire, cause fire and explosion.
【Banned inflammable substances】

Inflammable liquid such as gasoline, kerosene, thinner, toluene etc.
Inflammable cleaner (cleaners such as marked as parts cleaner, break cleaner etc)
●Use a water-based degreasing detergent to remove oil from the collecting unit and to clean this mist
collector. When using the detergent, observe the instruction written on the container.
●The metallic side plates are very slippery due to oil on the surfaces. So, please be very careful not to cut
your fingers etc. on the edges at bends in them.
●An inadvertent touch on the sharp electrical discharging needles could cause injury. Be careful not to
touch the needles when removing or reinstalling the electrical charge poles.
Magnified view at the point of needle

Discharging needle

Charging electrode with needles

Do not injure yourself with the points of the electrical discharging needles.

●To work with the collecting unit, use appropriate protective wear( such as rubber gloves, protective
glasses), and devices.
●Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off the power supply to the mist
collector.
●To do specified performance, install all the collecting units properly.
●Be sure to dry the collecting unit after cleaning and install the dried unit (with no water drop).
●If it is a corrosive detergent (of strong acid or strong alkaline), it can not be used for the cleaning.
●The waste washings must be disposed of according to the rules in your company or regulations by
concerned laws.
●Use the detergent that will not cause rust, deformation, or corrosion on the collecting unit.
Recommended water-based degreasing detergent: Amano "Degreaser” Part No; VF-434300
●Dilute it to the specified concentration, and immerse the contaminated collecting unit in the diluted
detergent for about ten minutes.
●For the most efficient cleaning, the cleaning solvent should be 50 to 60 ℃.
●The use of an ultrasonic cleaner also provides efficient cleaning.
●Important matter when using cleaning goods.
【Banned cleaning goods and acts】

High-pressure water sprayer (including equipment spraying high-pressure water by water hose)
Hard brush such as iron brush
Big brush that could apply force to deform electrode
Using cloth for cleaning needle electrodes
Cleaning liquid or water exceeds 60℃
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning of the eliminator
Follow procedures given in preceding sections for opening/closing the inspection door for taking out the
eliminator.

1 Pulling out the eliminator
●
Pull out the eliminator.

2 Putting the eliminator in the cleaning liquid
●
Put the duly diluted water-based degreasing detergent in a container, and
immerse it in the detergent for about ten minutes.

Caution
If the contaminants are difficult to take off after immersing for 10
minutes, take the following procedure.
・After immersing it for about two hours, do air blow to take off the
contaminants.
・After immersing it all night, rinse it to take off the contaminants.

3 Wash out the contaminants on the eliminator
●
Using a soft brush, like a test tube brush, etc., scrub away contaminants.

4 Rinse the eliminator with water or hot water
●
Rinse the eliminator in cold or hot water and let it dry completely.

5 Drying the eliminator
●
Dry the eliminator after cleaning completely by air blow or wiping.
(with no water drop)

Caution
If the eliminator is installed on the insufficient condition with
water drop, it could cause spark discharge Be sure to dry it
completely until the eliminator has no dew after rinsing it.
Dry the water drop attached with
the eliminator completely.

6 Installing the eliminator
●
Install the eliminator and close the inspection door.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning of the charging electrode
When dust or dirt accumulates about 2mm on the electrical charge poles (at any portion of them), when the
points of needles are contaminated and the performance cannot be maintained, or when an abnormal spark
frequently occurs irrespective of maintenance and the operation is shut down, clean it in the following
procedure: Follow the procedures up to the preceding section to open or close the inspection door and take
out the charging electrode.

Examples

Electrical discharging needle
(clean)

Electrical discharging needle
(contaminated)

Caution: The level or status of
contamination of the needles
differs depending on the
condition of operation. Clean
the electrodes when the
performance is not
maintained.

1 Pulling out the charging electrode
●
Open the inspection door and pull out the charging electrode.

Caution
When holding the charging electrode by the hand, do not put fingers
on the ground board. If the fingers go around on the board, the points
of the electrical discharging needle may stick the fingers.

Hole of ground board

Do not hold it in a manner that your finger(s) comes in the hole of the ground board.

2 Putting
●

the charging electrode in the

cleaning liquid
Pull out the charging electrode and put the cleaner for oil removal in
the container and soak the charging electrode for ten minutes. Put the
needle electrode face to downside when putting the charging
electrode in cleaning liquid.

Caution
If the contaminants are difficult to take off after immersing for 10
minutes, take the following procedure.
・After immersing it for about two hours, do air blow to take off the
contaminants.
・After immersing it all night, rinse it to take off the contaminants.
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Put the top of wire electrode
facing down to the cleaning liquid.

5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning of the charging electrode (continue)
3 Cleaning the charging electrode with cleaning liquid
●
Rinse the eliminator with cleaning liquid and remove the attached
contaminants. The use of an ultrasonic cleaner also provides efficient
cleaning. As needed, take air blowing to needle electrode. The
contamination of the charging electrode will be most serious near the
needles. Sometimes adhered resin marks may be left behind on the
cleaned electrode surfaces. These, however, need not be
force-removed.

Caution
Do not use any brushes for removing contaminants. Failure to
do so could damage the wire electrodes.

Do not use the brush to take
off the contaminants.

4 Giving the charging electrode a rinse with water or hot water
●
Rinse the eliminator in cold or hot water and let it dry completely.

5 Drying the charging electrode
●
Dry completely the water drop attached with the flame or insulator of
the charging electrode by taking air blow or wiping.

Caution
If the charging electrode is installed on the insufficient
condition with water drop, it could cause abnormal spark
discharge Be sure to dry it completely until the eliminator has
no dew after rinsing it.

6 Checking the condition of the charging filter
●
Dirt and contaminant on the charging filter should be checked, and if any,
wiped away with dry waste or cloth. If the dirt is sticky and will not be
removed easily, use the waste or cloth impregnated with the wash oil (of
the type identical with the collected oil mist). The feed point on the main
unit is also provided with such insulator, which should be cleaned
likewise.

Dry completely the water drop
attached the charging electrode.

Feed insulators side of main
body (power supply spring)

7 Checking the condition of the charging
●
electrode
Before installing the cleaned charging electrode back to the main unit,
check and ensure it is free from foreign substance on, deformation of,
or bends in the plates. The foreign substance on the plate would cause
abnormal spark discharge.

8 Installing the charging electrode
●
Install the charging electrode and close the inspection door.

Feed
plate

Wipe the contaminants attached
with charging filter or power supply
spring, wipe the contaminants.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning of the collecting electrode
When contaminant is built up 2mm or thicker on the collecting electrode, or in the case that even after the
inspection and cleaning, abnormal sparks take place frequently and the mist collector stops by power
shutdown, clean the electrode. Or, irrespective of the accumulation, clean the electrode once in three
months in the manner as follows: To open or close the inspection door, take out the collecting electrode,
follow the procedures which have been explained up to the previous section.

1 Pulling out the collecting electrode
●
Openthe inspection door and pull out the collecting electrode.

2 Putting the collecting electrode in the cleaning liquid
●
Pull out the collecting electrode and put the cleaner for oil removal in
the container and soak the collecting electrode for ten minutes.

Caution
If the contaminants are difficult to take off after immersing for 10
minutes, take the following procedure.
・After immersing it for about two hours, do air blow to take off the
contaminants.
・After immersing it all night, rinse it to take off the contaminants.

3 Cleaning the collecting electrode with cleaning liquid
●
Rinse the eliminator with cleaning liquid and remove the attached
contaminants. The use of an ultrasonic cleaner also provides efficient
cleaning. As needed, take air blowing to wire electrode. Sometimes
adhered resin marks may be left behind on the cleaned electrode
surfaces. These, however, need not be force-removed.

4 Giving the collecting electrode a rinse with water or hot water
●
Rinse the collecting electrode with water of hot water.

Caution
Do not use any brushes for removing contaminants. Failure to
do so could damage the wire electrodes.

5 Drying the collecting electrode
●
Dry completely the water drop attached with the flame or insulator of the
collecting electrode by taking air blow or wiping.

Caution
If the collecting electrode is installed on the insufficient
condition with water drop, it could cause abnormal spark
discharge Be sure to dry it completely until the eliminator has
no dew after rinsing it.
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Dry completely the water drop
attached the collecting electrode.

5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning of the collecting electrode (continue)
6 Checking the condition of the feed spring
●

Feed
insulators

Dirt and contaminant on the power supply spring should be checked,
and if any, wiped away with dry waste or cloth. If the dirt is sticky and will
not be removed easily, use the waste or cloth impregnated with the wash
oil (of the type identical with the collected oil mist). The feed point on the
main unit is also provided with such insulator, which should be cleaned
likewise.

7 Checking the condition of the collecting
●
electrode
Before installing the cleaned collecting electrode back to the main unit,
check and ensure it is free from foreign substance on, deformation of,
or bends in the plates. The foreign substance on the plate would cause
abnormal spark discharge.

8 Installing the collecting electrode.
●

Feed
spring

If the contaminant is attached with
feed plate or feed plate, wipe it.

Install the collecting electrode back to the main unit and close the
inspection door.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Important matters of cleaning the product and pipes
Important
●Do not use inflammable substance for cleaning this unit or inside the piping. If the inflammable substance
liquid is remained when starting operation, it could cause fire or explosion.
【Banned inflammable substances】

Inflammable liquid such as gasoline, kerosene, thinner, toluene etc.
Inflammable cleaner (cleaners such as marked as parts cleaner, break cleaner etc)
●To clean this mist collector and inside pipes, use the water-based degreasing detergent. When using the
detergent, observe the instruction written on the container.
●The metallic side plates are very slippery due to oil on the surfaces. So, please be very careful not to cut
your fingers etc. on the edges at bends in them.
●Wear appropriate protective safety gears such as safety glasses and gloves.
● To prevent performance deterioration (including air volume or static pressure), install components
(collecting unit, pipes, options) after cleaning properly.
●Before opening the inspection door or electrical equipment cover, turn off primary power supply to the
mist collector.
●The used detergent and removed deposit must be appropriately disposed of according to the rules in your company,
by laws and/or laws concerned.
●If it is a corrosive detergent (of strong acid or strong alkaline), it can not be used for the cleaning.
●Use an appropriate detergent for cleaning this mist collector and pipes which is free of rust, deformation
and corrosion.
Recommended water-based degreasing detergent: Amano “DegreaserⅡ” Parts No:VF-434300
●For installation or removal of the collecting unit to/from the main unit, follow the procedure given in the previous section
“Inspection of the collecting unit”.
●The detergent at the temperature from 50 to 60°C proves the best cleaning performance.

Cleaning inside of the mist collector
To open or close the inspection door, take out the collecting unit, follow the procedures, which have been
explained up to the previous section. If you ignore to clean inside the mist collector, accumulation of
substances inside is likely, and which may ignite and cause explosion or fire.

1 Pulling out the collecting unit
●
Open the inspection door and pull out the collecting unit.

2 Removing the contamination of the mist collector
●
Remove and clean adhered or built-up materials from inside the mist
collector. At this time, it is recommended to use a resin brush for
easier cleaning.

Deposit

3 Checking the condition of the oil drain port
●
Check whether the oil drain port is clogged or not. If clogged, clear the
clogging substances.

4 Installing the collecting unit
●

Remove the deposit from the
inside the main body.

First confirm that inside the mist collector is completely dry, install the collecting unit and close the
inspection door.
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5. Maintenance (continue)
Be sure to read and understand on the page 3 to 7 “For safety operation” carefully before use

Cleaning inside the pipes
If you ignore to clean inside the pipes, accumulation of substances inside is likely, and which may ignite and
cause explosion or fire. Provide an inspection port on the pipe, check them once a week to know the degree
of contamination, and clean them.

1 Checking the condition inside pipes from the inspection door
●
Check inside the pipe through the inspection port.

2 Removing deposits inside the pipe
●
Remove deposits inside the pipe. Such deposits cannot be removed
through the port, clean them after dismounting the pipe.

×
Do not let them accumulate
inside the pipe.

3 Connecting the piping
●
Wipe inside the pipe with a cloth and connect it to the mist collector.
After the cleaning is completed, reinstall the pipe.
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6. Troubleshooting
Immediately after an error occurred during operation, stop the supply power for safety and inspect around. If the error has not been
cleared, do not attempt repair by yourself, Contact your dealer of Amano representative.

Problem

Condition

Cause

Corrective action

Ref

Power is not being supplied to unit.

Check power supply source.

－

Disconnection of power cord

Check the broken part and repair or replace it.

－

Electric outage

Wait for power to resume.

－

operation switch

Motor is broken down.

Replace the motor.

－

has been pressed.

Inspection door is opened.

Close the inspection door correctly.

－

Set maintenance time is reached
(Only when the panel is operated.).

Check the electrode and cancel by reset switch.

－

Thermal relay has tripped due to drop
of power voltage.

Remove the cause of thermal relay trip and press
the reset switch.

Power failure

Make the power source stabilized.

Unit will not start
even though ON

Fan and motor is not started.

Unit stops suddenly Abnormal spark discharge or
short-circuit in charging electrode or
during operation.
collecting electrode

Ｐ.３２
－

When it caused by contamination, clean the
electrodes, or when it caused by deformation or
damage, replace them.

Ｐ.３９

Fuse burnout

Replace the fuse to new one.

－

Electric outage

Wait for power to resume.

－

Power voltage is lacking of stability.

Make the power voltage stabilized.

－

Block on inlet duct

Eliminate the cause of blockage.

－

Improper duct diameter on inlet side

Change to an appropriate bore of suction duct.

－

Suction force is

Clogged eliminator

Clean the preceding filter or replace it.

weak.

Exhaust port is clogged.

Eliminate the cause of blockage.

－

Inadequately sealed duct on inlet side

Attach a metal piece to the connected portion of the duct.

－

Reverse rotation of motor

Check the rotation direction of motor.

Ｐ.１６

Improper drainage

Improve the way to drain oil in order for a constant
draining of oil at all time.

Ｐ.１２

Fault in collecting unit (contamination,
deformation, etc.)

Check the charging/collecting
eliminate the cause.

Unit is not operated.

Fan and motor is moving

Leak or discharge
of mist from the
exhaust port.

Abnormal

electrode

Ｐ.３９

and

The concentration of suction mist is too Let in secondary air.
high.
Add the preprocessing BOX.(option)

－

The collecting /charging electrode is dirty. Clean the charging/collecting electrode.

Ｐ.４１
Ｐ.４３

Set maintenance period has passed

Clean the charging/collecting electrode by immersing in
the cleaning liquid.

Ｐ.３９

The oil is sucked directly.

Attach the baffle plate. Keep distance from the mist source.

Ｐ.１３

The collecting /charging electrode is dirty. Clean the charging/collecting electrode.

Ｐ.４１
Ｐ.４３

discharge occur
such as spark
There is abnormal
vibration, noise, or
smell

－

Fault in collecting unit (contamination, Check the charging/collecting
deformation, etc.)
eliminate the cause.

electrode

and

－

Trouble in fan/motor

Check the install condition of fan/motor or failure. If
any, replace them.

－

Ozone is generated from the electrode.

Lower the output of electrode or review the system of
ventilation.

－

Caution
●During inspection, make sure to cut the power supply to unit for safety. Be sure to use the appropriate personal protective
clothes and equipments.
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7. Periodic inspection
The frequency to check differs depending on the conditions to use the mist collector .The following
frequency of check is just a reference, but it is not a guaranteed value. The frequency of check may need to
be set earlier depending on the need.
Location to
inspect
Leak of mist
from exhaust
port, or mist
discharge

Inspection period
Daily

Monthly

○

○

○

Feed plate
Feed spring
(charging/collectin
g electrode)

○

Power feed part
on the main
body side

○

○

Collecting
electrode

○

Eliminator

○

Motor

Inspection method and contents
1. Check the collection unit.
2. Check for leak of mist from exhaust. If any leak of mist,
check the status of oil drainage.

Power code
terminal

Charging
electrode

Relevant
standards

○

Hood
Ducts/hoses
Inside the mist
collector
State of oil
drainage

Weekly

When contaminant
is accumulated
2mm or thicker on
the electrodes.
Incase of abnormal
sparks take place
frequentlyandthe
mistcollectorstops
bypower
shutdown,cleanthe
electrode.

1. Check the installation condition. If no good, install correctly.
2.Inspect for damage or deformation. If found, repair or
replace.
3. Inspect for mist or dust accumulation inside ducts/ Hoses or
hood. When a deposit is found in the pipe, adjust the
position of the pipe to prevent such accumulation.
4. Wipe off the oil dropped around the main body with a cloth.
1. Check that oil is being drained continuously.
2.Check for deterioration of hose and check the
connected portions.
1.Inspect power cords for deterioration, damage poor
installation. If covering is damaged and core wires are
exposed, stop using and replace.
2. When a power plug is used, check breakage and deformation of it.
3. Tighten screws of power cord or cable terminal in side of the
motor.
1. Check the degree of contamination and check for damage. If
contaminated, wipe it off. If damaged, contact Amano local office
or dealer for replacement.
2. Replace the charging/collecting electrode and check it over
once in 3 months regardless of the condition of
contamination. (Refer to the page Ｐ.３３)
1. Check the degree of contamination and check for damage. If
contaminated, wipe it off. If damaged, contact Amano local office
or dealer for replacement.
2. Check it over once in 3 months regardless of the condition of
contamination. (Refer to the page Ｐ.３３)
1. Check the install condition. If any, install correctly
2. Check the degree of contamination and check for damage. If
contaminated, clean it off. If damaged, replace it.
3. Remove the charging/collecting electrode and check it over
once in 3 months regardless of the condition of
contamination. (Refer to the page Ｐ.３３)
4. In the case of including mist in the exhaust air, clean it
regardless of the condition of contamination.
1. Check the install condition. If any, , install correctly
2. Check the degree of contamination and check for damage. If
contaminated, clean it off and if damaged, replace it.
3.Remove the collecting electrode and check it over once in 3
months regardless of the condition of contamination. (Refer
to the page Ｐ.３３)
1. Check the install condition. If any, install correctly
2. Check the degree of contamination and check for damage. If
contaminated, clean it off. If damaged, replace it.
3. Remove the eliminator and check it over once in 3 months
regardless of the condition of contamination. (Refer to the page
Ｐ.３３)

Motor needs inspection every 2-3 years. Contact Amano local office or dealer.

Caution
●Follow all operation and maintenance instructions and carry out the daily and periodic inspections as
specified in this manual.
●Observe all applicable laws and regulations regarding the installation and maintenance of the mist
collector.
●During inspection, make sure to cut the power supply to unit for safety. Be sure to use the appropriate
personal protective clothes and equipments.
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8. Specification
Model
Model
Power
Fan motor output [kW]
Noise［dB(A)］

EM-15eⅡ
Three-phase
0.75

200V 50Hz

EM-30eⅡ
200/220V 60Hz
1.5

(At the location 1m from the equipment
and 1.2m above ground.)

72±2 or less

Dimensions(W×D×H)[mm]
Weight [kg]
Duct diameter on inlet side [mm]
50Hz
Point of use
Air capacity [m3/min]
60Hz
50Hz
Point of use
Static pressure [Pa]
60Hz
Charge method
Charging electrode
type
Electric
Charging electrode
collection part
voltage [kV]
Collecting electrode
voltage [kV]
Collecting efficiency [%]
The maximum concentration [mg/m3]

993×478×620
1093×813×620
72
120
200
250
30(34)※1
15(19)※1
※1
30(40)※1
15(22)
1
280(450)※1
350(550)※
500(600)※1
600(750)※1
Minus charging system

Collecting target
Fan

Safety equipment

Oil drain port
Use environment temperature[℃]
Permissible intake air temperature
[℃]
Corresponding range of hydrogen-ion
concentrations (pH)
Standard paint color

Needle type
-10※2
- 6※2
98.5
200
Oil mist with flash point over 80℃.
Water soluble mist with less than 300 m/S of electric conductivity
Sirocco fan
Door switch
High voltage output regulation system
Spark discharge breaker circuit
Reverse phase detector circuit
Maintenance timer
Fan motor thermal relay
G1 (1-inch parallel internal thread for pipe)
0～40
0～40
7.0～10.5
※3

JPMA

Color code F35-85A

These specifications are for the standard models for domestic use in Japan.
The specifications are different for special models or models for foreign use.
The data above are subject to change without notice.
Be used in point of use airflow.
※ Be sure to use the collector with the specified air capacity.
Do not use the mist collector in the following surging range.
Be sure to secure an airflow rate greater than:
EM-15eII: Below 12.5 m3/min
EM-30eII: Below 25 m3/min
※1 Figures in ( ) show fully open air capacity and fully closed static pressure.
※2 The voltage of charging/collecting electrodes are as fresh.
※3 JPMA: Japan Paint Manufacturers Association
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9. External dimensions
EM-15eⅡ

unit：ｍｍ
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9. External dimensions(continue)
EM-30eⅡ
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unit：ｍｍ

10. Wiring diagrams
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11. Expendable parts

Eliminator
Parts No.：NFG-800070 (EM-15eⅡ)
NFH-800070(EM-30eⅡ)

Charging electrode
Parts No.：NFE-821170(EM-15eⅡ)
NFF-821170(EM-30eⅡ)

Collecting electrode
Parts No.：NEK-220150
EM-15eⅡ:1pc EM-30eⅡ：2pcs

Cleaning tray for charging electrode
Parts No.：NFG-840000 (EM-15eⅡ)
NFH-840000(EM-30eⅡ)

Cleaning tray for collecting electrode
Parts No.：NFG-840100

Amano’s degreaserⅡ 10Ｌ
(Recommended cleaner)
Parts No.：VF-434300

※ The above-listed perishables are of the standard specification. For inquiries on a custom
specification and parts for option, contact one of our branches or sales offices near you.
※The last digit of a part serial value may be added by one when the model is renewed. If you order
with the part number listed above, the part of the most update number will be shipped. Therefore,
even through the number at the last digit of the serial number differs from that of the part you ordered,
you can use it without any problems.

12．About dust collector disposal of the
product
When disposing of the, attempt it appropriately by observing laws and bylaws of local government.
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